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Executive Summary: 
 

Obesity is an ever-growing concern among health officials in America.  The 
number of overweight and obese individuals is increasing every year.  Obesity, if 
uncontrolled, can lead to a number of health complications, including diabetes and 
coronary heart disease.  Obese children in particular are at risk of developing health 
issues if weight problems at an early age are left unchecked. The Health Forecasting 
Project, a UCLA School of Public Health, California Endowment, Los Angeles County 
Department of Public Health, and California Department of Health Services endeavor, 
aims to assist community health decision makers by providing them with a web-based 
Health Forecasting Model that generates health estimates based on a number of 
community demographic parameters, such as age, sex, and ethnicity of constituents.  This 
Model could provide information for a wide variety of users, including community health 
advocates, government officials and their field representatives, health researchers, 
teachers, and parents. 

 
This report outlines our recommendations for the Health Forecasting Project 

website currently under development, with the goal of making the website and the Health 
Forecasting Model as user-friendly as possible.  Our recommendations are based on a 
series of user tests where the users were drawn from the above user groups.  Users were 
asked to test website terms and vocabulary, as well as the overall site organization.  We 
synthesized the results of the user testing with our own analysis and the requirements of 
the Health Forecasting Project team to produce our recommendations. 

 
Recommendations: 

1. Add features to the web site that increase the utility and informational 
content. 

a. Locate the login/logout function in the top right corner of the 
header, allowing a user to login or logout from any page in the site. 

b. Reorganize the high-level menu items to include the following: 
i. Home – Explicit link to the site home page 

ii. About – A series of pages that describe the Project 
iii. Get Started – The link to the Health Forecasting Model   
iv. Research – A series of pages that describe the methodology 

and backing research 
v. What’s New – Provide links to project updates, news 

stories, data updates, etc. 
vi. Help – Assist the user through the Model 

c. Add a “Spotlight” feature in the lower right of the home page, 
where the “An Inside Look” is currently located. 

i. “Spotlight” feature consists of selected graphs from the 
Model, relevant news stories, and project updates, which 
change on a rotating basis every 5 seconds. 
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2. Organize the Health Forecasting Model into steps to clarify the data entry 
and selection process for the user.  

a. Step 1 – Select Population 
b.  Step 2 – Select “Report Type” and “Comparison Type” 
c.  Step 3 – Select “Aspect of study to be modeled” (fact) and 

“Intervention parameter”. 
d.  Step 4 – Select Visualization settings: “Chart Type”, “Variable to 

be displayed on X-axis”, “Variable to be displayed on Y-axis”, and 
“Comparison Variable (Z-axis)” 

e.  Step 5 – Select Filter parameters 
 
3. Add functionalities to the tool to increase usability 

a. Adjust some of the Model vocabulary to more common terms. 
b. Stable selections: each selection the user makes must remain stable 

until they change their selection. 
c. Expand/contract steps: allow the user the option to expand / 

contract steps.  
d. Reset/New option: This allows the user to clear all selections and 

start over. 
e. Output flexibility: The user should have options to view/save the 

output graph in different formats, e.g. pdf or image, as well as have 
print and email output capabilities.  

f. Output clarity: The output must clearly delineate the selected 
parameters displayed in each graph. 

g. Units: Include units in graphs 
 

The recommendations outlined in #1 above aim to provide a solid framework for 
the entire project.  Expanding the menus to include more information will help users to 
understand how this Model applies to them, and to feel confident in the quality of the 
project.  The recommendations outlined in #2 and #3 above aim to add more user-
friendly features to the Health Forecasting Model.  Using a step-by-step format adds 
structure to the Model, helping users to identify how each parameter affects the output 
graphs.  Implementing the functionalities outlined in #3 above will give the user more 
flexibility when modeling more than one health aspect for their community. 

 
We hope that these recommendations and the report that follows will be helpful as 

the development phase of the Health Forecasting Project continues. 
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Our Philosophy 
 
In any design, the user must take center stage.  If the website is able to meet the 
information needs and expectations of the user, the users will keep returning.  There are 
four broad types of users the website seeks to satisfy:  public health researchers, public 
health advocates, government officials, and the general public.  Each of these users will 
have slightly different needs and expectations when they come to the website.  For 
example, a user from the general public will be less interested in the methodological 
details behind the Forecasting Tool than a user who is a researcher.  Users also have 
different uses for the website.  For example, public health advocates are interested in 
using the Forecasting Tool for fundraising; government officials may be interested in 
determining the ramifications of discontinuing an intervention program in the community 
he/she represents.  The recommendations we make throughout this report came about 
after many hours of determining what the users expect and how the website can 
accommodate them without sacrificing usability. 
 
While we are strong advocates for users, we realize no website can be successful if the 
needs of the School of Public Health are not met as well.  Sometimes these needs are in 
conflict with what users like.  For example, some users may not like it when an 
organization asks them for donations, but sometimes these things are necessary. 
 
We have tried to build an architecture that allows for growth and change.  This website is 
a living document, and the School of Public Health intends to add new features and 
capabilities to the system over time.  We believe that the components we recommend will 
last long-term.   
 
We wanted to make sure that the site itself is low-maintenance.  That is why we do not 
recommend a website rich with multimedia.  We understand that most of the resources 
associated with this website should go toward maintaining and expanding the Forecasting 
Tool and the database behind it.  All in all, the recommendations we make should go a 
long way toward building and maintaining a robust website. 
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User Testing 
 

Due to the varying degrees users that the Health Forecasting Model is suppose to 
apply and service to, we equally sought out a wide range of users to test certain facets of 
the Health Forecasting Web site and Tool.  We requested, interviewed, and conducted 
user testing on a total of seven users.  The user’s skills/abilities, demographics, and 
webographics ranged widely.  We interviewed two Public Health graduate students, one 
Public Health practicing researcher, one master’s (math) educated community college 
educator, one federal and one state legislative government field representative, and one 
physical education coach.  We used card sorting, closed and open-ended questions, and 
observations to determine our user testing findings. 
 
 The goals, needs, and expectations of the users led us to congeal them into three 
distinct groups.  The first group was composed of the government field representatives.  
Both field representatives had college educations and about fifteen years of collective 
experience in government matters encompassing from working for a Lt. Governor, two 
UC Regents, two California state senators, and state and federal 
assemblywomen/assemblymen.  They act mostly as legislation analysts and policy 
analysts and serve as liaisons between the region electorate, special interest groups, and 
just about everyone else to their respective elected officials.  Among some of the points 
made by them included the complete disregard or downplay of some items in the 
homepage toolbar (in the form of the dropdown menus).  They informed us that they 
were not concerned with the in depth research methodology, nor who the researchers 
were (no matter how prestigious), nor general information or links about issues like Body 
Mass Index (BMI) or Metabolic Equivalent Time (MET).  What concerned that group of 
users (albeit only numbering two) was the ability to understand the goal/mission 
statement of the researchers, the ease to attain the ability to efficiently employ the 
forecasting tool, how the research applied to legislative policy, and how to accurately 
interpret and display (in the form of neat, concise, and presentable PDF files) the 
forecasting tool’s reports.  Furthermore, they insisted that contact information of the head 
researcher be available for immediate contact, the message of the director be prominent 
in the homepage, and links for donations highly visible. 
 
 The second group of users we interviewed and tested the site and forecasting tool 
on was compromised of users who would actively visit and use the Forecasting Tool 
website, Public Health Researchers, and students.  They had an active interest in the tool 
and were even slightly aware of the concept and use in online tools to forecast several 
public health concerns such as cancer incidence in industrial regions of the United States 
for example.  They did not have such trouble as identifying or understanding concepts 
such as BMI or MET.  They preferred to look at the researchers’ methodology and who 
exactly the researchers were.  Lastly, they really were concerned with the organization 
and labeling of certain terms such as ‘Health Forecasting Tool’ than any pertinent 
information architecture issues. 
 
 The last group we performed user testing on was composed of two users.  This 
group is composed of the everyday user.  Or that of someone who only has a negligible to 
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slightly moderate interest in his or her community, BMI, and CHD at large.  The 
community college educator was from this last group for a variety of reasons.  Although 
an educator, she would not ever come across or need a forecasting tool per se (although if 
she was recommended usage she would use).  However, her level of education is not on 
the norm with the general population of California or the United States.  The second user 
is was a physical education instructor, a high school swim coach to be exact, and 
elementary school tutor.  This last user has little college education and very computer 
illiterate.  What both shared was the need for the forecasting site to directly apply to them 
and their communities.  They extolled a need for the forecasting site that was redundant 
and incredibly easy to use, coming with a tutorial hopefully.  They pointed out the need 
for pinpoint instructions and steps for using the tool.  They wanted the site to be 
aesthetically pleasing as well as somewhat interactive.  Moreover, since they were 
unfamiliar with most of the BMI rhetoric and public health vocabulary, they wanted 
glossaries and links to pertinent sites that described the concepts of BMI and other 
general health topics that applied to them (we recommended MedlinePlus).  The themes 
for these users, was the personalization of the website, or as some people in the IA 
student group termed, “MySpacing’ the Health Forecast site and tool.  Lastly, one of the 
most insightful things that this user group did mention was that the order of the toolbar 
selections (from left to right) should gradually offer more information and understanding 
about the project itself.  Theoretically, under this scheme, the forecasting tool would be 
the last selection possibly made and would be need to explaining because the user would 
have already progressed through all of the selections such as ‘About Us’ ‘Methodology.’ 
and tutorials in the toolbar drop down subgroups. 
 
 Some users from all groups had varying trouble identifying and understanding 
several of the vocabulary choices from the home page tool bar such as ‘applications.’  
What all users had trouble was with the vocabulary choice in describing several of the 
parameters and variables that are able to be chosen to implement the forecasting tool such 
as ‘person years’ and ‘number of cases simulated.’  Although with great difficulty, most 
groups were able to decipher and employ the forecasting tool (average time was 
approximately fifteen minutes), one group (the physical education and local community 
resident) was completely unable to employ the forecasting tool. 
 
 We have collated three personas based on our three groups in the appendix of this 
paper and hopefully will give a greater understanding to what the ‘typical’ users will 
compromised of and what variables they are contain. 
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HOMEPAGE CONTENT 
 
The homepage serves as the initial introduction to your site.  It is made up of spatial and 
conceptual parts or sections.  The recommendations listed below concern the features we 
recommend for the homepage.  
 
Recommendations:
 

• Include the top-level menus outlined in “Home Page Menu Items” of our report. 
• Login / Registration  

o The login should be available to the user from any page in the site. 
Replace the small font menu items in the upper right corner of the home 
page with the login/registration function. 

• Include these elements in the login area: one label for “Username” 
with one corresponding textbox on the right; one label for 
“Password” with one corresponding textbox on the right; one 
button entitled “Login,” a hyperlink “Register,” and another 
hyperlink “Forgot password?”   

• When a user logs in, it should leave them on the page they are 
currently on when they login.   

o When the user clicks on the “Register” link, they are taken to a separate 
page.  

• The information that users provide is very valuable in helping you 
understand who your users are, how to contact them, and what they 
are using the site for.   

• In addition to the fields already on your registration form, we 
recommend additional fields such as “Type of Organization,” “Use 
of Data.”  For a good example look at the registration page of 
“California Health Interview Survey” website at 
<http://www.chis.ucla.edu/main/register.asp> 

• Get Started Menu Item 
o Make sure this item is emphasized over the other menu items so the user 

can easily infer that this is where the main function of the website is 
located.  Some ideas could be different color or different font. 

• The logo with health forecasting is large and takes up a lot of space.  Trim it by at 
least one square all the way around. 

• Use the lower right panel, currently “An Inside Look”, as a “Spotlight”. 
o The spotlight is a series of slides that change ever few seconds.  Its 

purpose is to capture the users attention to anything you want. 
• Some examples could be charts made from your “Pre-Generated 

Reports”.  Other things could be featured news, examples of 
graphs/reports the tool could be used to make. 

o Make sure that any slide you display actually exists somewhere on the site 
or accurately represents what the user can accomplish or expect.  For 
example, the current graph you have in this section is not something the 
tool can yet produce, so it may be misleading to users. 
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• Footer Menu 
o Include as hyperlinks: School of Public Health, “Privacy”, “Terms of 

Use”, “Contact Us”, and “Giving to the Project” 
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HOME PAGE MENU ITEMS (see SITE MAP in Appendix) 
 

This section explains the different webpages in your websites, and the specific content 
contained in them.  Each of the underlined labels are main menu items located in the top 
horizontal menu of the homepage.  The order that the webpages are listed here is the 
same order, beginning from left to right, that we recommend they should appear on the 
horizontal menu.  The list below is organized as illustrated in the legend below. 
             
LEGEND 
 
Main Menu Webpage 
Submenu web page 

• Explanation of the submenu web page 
o Further explanation of the submenu web page 
o Further explanation of the submenu web page 

• Explanation of the submenu web page 
 

Submenu web page 
             
 
Menu Items 
 
Home 
 
This is the menu item that takes the user to the main homepage of the entire site. 
 
About 
 
Welcome from the Director 

• is envisioned as a letter from the director of the Health Forecasting Project.  The 
purpose is twofold:  to provide more of a warm welcome to visitors of the site and 
to project a more personal perspective on why the site is useful. Many academic 
websites have a message from a dean or department chair, and we feel it is 
appropriate to include one for this project.  The tone should be formal, but cordial 
and welcoming.  We recommend the letter to be text-based with one picture of the 
director.  Brevity is the rule.  

 
History of the Project 

• The history page gives the background on the project - why it was started what is 
the impetus and driving motivation of the project - allowing users to 
understand the basis for the tool. 

 
Intended Uses 

• The intended uses page is used to illustrate how your users can use the forecasting 
tool.  Your users come from many different professions and backgrounds, each 
with their own expectations and needs. Each user group wants to 
know how the tool is relevant for them. Public health officials, 
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legislators, and school teachers will each have different reasons for using 
this tool.  

o A researcher who wants to use this data for their own research is 
concerned with the integrity of the data behind the tool.  The “Intended 
Uses” page will briefly mention that there is a methodology section and 
provide a hyperlink to that webpage.  

o A community activist may be less interested in the methodology, but will 
want to know how an intervention can help his/her community.  This page 
will describe to this user how the tool can help them with advocacy. 

 
About Us 

• Who we are 
• What we do 
• Key Staff 
• Advisory Committee 

 
Partners 

• This page is used to identify the project partners.  “Partners” include research 
partners, community partners, and donors. It will allow users to see who is 
collaborating or contributing to the research. This page is just a further means of 
illustrating the quality of the project.   

 
Giving to the Project 

• Brief explanation of how users can donate money, time, or expertise. 
 
Contact Information 

• Mentions who users can contact for more information. 
 
Getting Started 
 
Forecasting Tool 

• This is the webpage for the Forecasting Tool. 
 
Pre-Generated Reports 

• This webpage is for the quick reports that your organization already has available. 
 

My Reports 
• This is the page that takes the user to the reports they have saved. 
 

Research 
 
Methodology 

• Describe methodology.  You may want to include timeline/background of the 
research, including previous supporting research. 

 
Publications 
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• Relevant journal and magazine articles, reports, etc. that stem from this project. If 
possible, include links to full text, but if not possible provide abstracts. 

 
Health Resources 

• Links to outside sources of general health information.  (Ex.  MedlinePlus, 
PubMed, etc.).  It is important to include only free-access sources that do not 
require a subscription. 

 
 
 
What’s New 
 

• Updates related to the project, such as system upgrades, current health news, 
event-specific information (eg. For St. Patrick’s Day, an article about “BMI 
implications of alcohol consumption”), and data set updates. Current health news 
could relate to BMI, CHD, etc., or it could be general health news.  The news 
links could be either internal or external to the site.  We recommend that there are 
not too many links that take the user outside your website.  

• Include spotlighted articles from outside sites on this page, making the user more 
likely to come across the article.  

 
Help 
 
Tutorial  

• Takes the user through the system step-by-step, illustrating functionality.  
• Let the user jump from the Tool to tutorial on a step-by-step basis through a "help 

with this step" link. 
 
Glossary  

• Define terms, acronyms, etc.  
• Possibly include hover text or links to glossary definitions for confusing terms 

within the tool. 
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The Forecasting Tool 
 

 The initial design of having all the parameters for the modeling tool available on 
the page at once was overwhelming to the users, so it was decided to group the options 
into 5 steps.  These steps help the user understand what information needs to be entered 
and how it is used by the model.  All the steps will be listed on the same page, but the 
contents of each step can be dynamically collapsed to allow the user to focus on each 
individual step. 
 

Step 1: Select Population 
 The first step allows the user to select the population to be used in the model.  In 
addition to identifying the step number and its title, there is also a brief description of 
what information will be entered in this step and how it will be used in the model. 
 The user is presented with four radio buttons to choose the category of population 
from which to select: Existing, Census, Saved, and Define New.  The content below these 
four categories is dependent on the category selected. 
 

The Existing Category 
 By default "Existing" is selected.  The content for this option is a drop-down list 
that contains all the publicly available populations defined by the maintainers of the 
system.  The first option, which will be selected by default, should be which ever 
population is decided to be used by default (e.g. the entire population of California).  If a 
user is testing the system or does not have a specific population in mind, this would be 
the population that is used by the model. 
 The remaining items in the list would be all the defined populations that are 
approved for public use.  These remaining items should be organized in a manner that 
makes navigating the list intuitive.  This could be an alphabetically sorted list or a list 
categorized by appropriate groups, such as counties or other geographic regions. 

 
 The Census Category 

 This category would allow the user to select a population based on the data from 
the most recent census.  It is understood that this option might not be possible to 
implement in the initial system, but it is presented here to be considered for future 
revisions.  When this category is selected, the user is given the option of selecting the 
population of a county, a city, or a ZIP code.  When selecting by either county or city, a 
drop-down list of the available populations will be dynamically presented to the user.  
When searching by ZIP code, it would easiest to allow the user to enter the number 
directly into a text input box.  The user should be notified if the ZIP code is not valid or if 
data for that ZIP code is not available. 
 A possible method for creating these populations would be to use the appropriate 
PCT12 tables from the Summary File 1 for the 2000 census1.  There are PCT12 tables 
available for the ethnic groups used in the model: PCT12H for Hispanic or Latino, 
PCT12I for Non-Hispanic Whites, PCT12J for Non-Hispanic Blacks, PCT12L for Non-
Hispanic Asians, PCT12M for Non-Hispanic Pacific Islanders, and PCT12—the table for 

                                                 
1These files are available from http://www2.census.gov/census_2000/datasets/Summary_File_1/ 
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the total population—can be used along with the total of the aforementioned tables to 
determine those that are not accounted in one of the previous groups.  Each of these 
tables gives the population of a geographic region broken down by sex and age.  The ages 
are broken down by year and can be grouped to match the ranges used by the model. 

 
The Saved Category 

 This category is for populations that a user has created and saved.  If the user is 
not already logged in, the user will be notified that this option is to access populations 
that a user has saved to their account and that they should log in to retrieve this list.  
When the user is logged in, this option will display a drop-down list of the populations 
they have saved to their account. 

 
The Define New Category 

 This category will allow the user to define a new population to use with the model 
and does not require that the user be logged in.  The user will be prompted with a text box 
to enter a name or label for this population.  There is also a text area box for any 
description about the population can be entered (e.g. the geographic region, who is 
included, source for the data). 
 If the model does not require all the possible variables for a population, the user 
will be given the option to select which variables will be entered for the population.  The 
user will be warned if this selection will limit the information they will receive from the 
model and will be told which functionally will no longer be available.  Current variables 
are: Age, Sex, and Ethnicity. 
 The user will then be presented with a table to enter the values for the population.  
If three variables are selected, each row should be divided to allow a sub-row for each 
possibility of the third variable and each sub-row should be distinctly colored to clarify 
which value should be entered. 
 

 
Figure 1: Example table for defining population 

 
 After this table there is a button that will give the user an option to save this 
population.  If the user is not logged in, the user will be notified that it is necessary to 
have an account to be able to save a population.  The user will then be prompted to either 
log in or register. 
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Step 2: Report Settings 
 To reach the second step, the user will either click on the "Next Step" button at 
the end of Step 1 or they will click on the "Step 2" heading, and the contents of Step 2 
will be displayed.  Again there will be a brief description of what values are entered in 
this step. 
 The first value is the Report Type, which has three options: Behavior Variables, 
Demographics, and Heath Outcome.  Based on which option is selected, the options for 
the second value will dynamically change without reloading the page 
 The second value is the Report Comparison, which has three possible options: By 
Dimension, By Intervention, and By Outcome. 
 

Step 3: Model Settings 
 At the third step the user will be presented with a drop-down list for the "Aspect 
of Study to be Modeled".  This list will contain a list of all the possible aspects of the 
study that can be modeled based on the values selected in the previous steps. 
 In this step the user also has the option to set the value for "Intervening Parameter 
for Intervention".  This is a drop-down list that is set by default to "None (Baseline)".  
The list will also contain the possible interventions that can be simulated by the model. 
 

Step 4: Visualization Settings 
 This step is where the user sets the parameters for the graph.  The first value is for 
the "Chart Type".  This is a drop-down list with all the available chart types that are 
applicable with the values selected by the user so far. 
 The next value is "Variable to be Displayed on X-Axis" which is a drop-down list 
of all the possible input variables that are applicable for the aspect selected.  The next 
value—Variable to be Displayed on Y-Axis—is same except that the list contains the 
output variables that will be generated by the model based on the current settings. 
 Finally, there is the option to set the "Comparison Variable (Z-Axis)" value.  If a 
report comparison was selected in step 2, this will be the default value.  Otherwise the 
default value will be "None".  The other values listed will be any input variables not 
selected for the X-Axis. 
 

Step 5: Filters 
 This final step is optional and will allow the user to filter the results of the model 
that are displayed in the chart.  This is done be displaying a drop-down menu for each 
variable used in the chart and populating those list with the possible ranges of values for 
each variable. 
 

Final Step: Execute Request 
 When the user is satisfied with the settings, clicking the "Execute Request" button 
will generate a chart based on the values selected and display it on the page.  The user 
will then have the option to go back and modify any of the steps and generate a new 
chart. 
 If the user is satisfied with the chart or would like to save the current settings to 
work with later, there is a "Save" button next to the "Execute Request" button that will 
allow the user to save the current settings and specify a name to identify it.  Again if 
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the user is not logged in, it will be explained that an account is necessary for saving, 
and prompt them to either log in or register.  These saved settings can be recalled from 
the "My Reports" option in the submenu on the left.  And finally all the values can 
reset to the default values by clicking the "Clear" button. 
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Forecasting Tool Features 
 

1. Expand/contract steps: Give the user the option to expand / contract steps. This 
will reduce screen clutter and allow the user to concentrate on the step of interest.  

 
2. Explicit steps: The user must know how each step relates to the output graphs. 

Provide some description in each step that illustrating what how each step will 
affect the output. 

 
3. Stable selections: Each selection the user makes must remain stable until they 

change their selection. Requiring the user to re-select dimensions and filters for 
each “fact” is confusing and time consuming.  Users may be put off by always 
having to select the same parameters. 

 
4. Gray outs: Different “facts” enable different dimensions and filters.  Instead of 

dynamically changing the available dimensions and filters for each “fact”, provide 
a complete list and gray out those options that cannot be used with a selected 
“fact”. 

 
5. Filter parameter explanation:  Give brief explanatory descriptions in the filter 

selection box of what each BMI and MET level mean. (i.e. BMI [21-25] – normal, 
[26-30] – overweight, etc.) 

 
6. Help: Provide links to the appropriate step in the tutorial for each step in the 

parameter selection process with a "Help with this step" link.  Also, provide 
definitions for acronyms, jargon, or other confusing terms.  This could be either 
through links to the Glossary page, or hover text when the user moves the mouse 
over a term. 

 
7. Reset/New option: This allows the user to clear all selections and start over in one 

quick step. 
 
8. Output clarity: The output must clearly delineate the selected parameters 

displayed in each graph. 
 
9. Output narrative: The output gives a short narrative about what was searched, and 

what the graph means. 
 
10. Output flexibility: The user should have options to view/save the output graph in 

different formats, e.g. pdf or image. Printable graphs, pdf’s, or jpg’s could be 
brought up as pop-ups.  The user should also be able email a graph to themselves 
or someone else.  These printable and email-able graphs need to have the input 
parameters associated with them, so the user or anybody else who sees them will 
know what parameters were used to generate the graph. 
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Forecasting Interface Vocabulary  
 
The following is a list of possible alternate terms for the current “Fact” terms.  These are 
suggested alternate terms to give an idea of how these phrases might be recast to be more 
accessible to a wider audience. 
 
“Fact” Alternate Terms: 
 
Fact: Disease Free Person Years 
Alternate: Total number of people in California without ...[Select from diseases, currently 
CHD] 
 
Fact: All cause mortality rate 
Alternate: Mortality rate due to all causes 
 
Fact: CHD Incident Cases 
Alternate: Number of new CHD cases (Incident cases) 
 
Fact: CHD Incidence 
Alternate: Percentage of new cases of CHD (Incidence) 
 
Fact: CHD Prevalent Cases 
Alternate: Number of people living with CHD (Prevalent cases) 
 
Fact: CHD Prevalence 
Alternate: Percentage of people living with CHD (Prevalence) 
 
Fact: CHD Case Fatality Cases 
Alternate: Number of people who die of CHD 
 
Fact: CHD Case Fatality 
Alternate: Percentage of people who have CHD who die of CHD 
 
Fact: CHD Mortality 
Alternate: Percentage of population who die of CHD (Mortality rate) 
 
Fact: CHD vs. All Cause mortality 
Alternate: Percent of deaths caused by CHD (Mortality rate) 
 
Fact: Remaining Life Years 
Alternate: Remaining years of life 
 
Fact: Person Years 
Alternate: Total number of people living in population 
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Fact: Percent w/o expenditures 
Alternate: Percentage of population w/o medical expenditures 
 
Fact: Average Expenditures 
Alternate: Average yearly medical expenditures per person 
 
Fact: Total Expenditures 
Alternate: Total yearly population medical expenditures 
 
Fact: Remaining Life Expenditures 
Alternate: Average medical expenditures over the rest of a person's life 
 
Fact: Summary Outcomes 
Alternate: Population average outcomes 
 
Number of cases simulated 
Alternate: Number of cases of [disease: CHD, etc.] simulated 
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Appendix 
 
 

1. Site Map 

2. Home Page Wireframe 

3. Forecasting Tool Wireframe 

4. Process Flow Diagram 

5. Personas 
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PERSONA 1

Name Juan Doe

Geographic Profile
Country Region Pacific Coast
City/Metropolitan Size 500,000-1 Million
Urbanicity Urban
Climate Mediterranean, Sunbelt

Demographic Profile
Age 20-34
Gender Male
Family Size 2
Income $30,000-$50,000

Occupation Field Representative, Legal Analyst, Office Manager (United States
House of Representatives)

Education College Graduate (UCLA)
Religion Roman Catholic
Race/Ethnicity Hispanic, Latino
Nationality Mexican-Salvadoran-American

Psychographics
Social Class Working Class
Personality and Self-Image Authoritarian
Acceptance of Innovation Early Mainstream/Late Mainstream
Interests/Hobbies Basketball, Soccer, Socializing at Political Events

Media Read, Watched, or Listened to Magazine (U.S. Weekly, New Yorker), Newspaper (L.A. Times, Wall

Street Journal), E-News (Drudgereport, MSNBC), TV News (CNN)

Webographics
Tenure of Online Usage 11 Years
Amount of Online Usage 20 hours/week
Type of Usage Email, work-related activities, news
Internet Connection Speed High-Speed (T3, T1)
Browser Capabilities Most recent versions of Explorer, Firefox

Specific Online Behavior Uses Internet mostly for research purposes (ex. Newest legislation, 
newest research, impact studies, etc.)

School of Public Health Forecasting Site's
Relationship to User
User Status New user/Non-user
Usage rate None/Light User
Loyalty Status None
Attitude Toward Site Positive
Brand Relationship Marriage of Covinience (used because of necessity)
Brand Relationship (desired) Committed Partnership (long-term and voluntarily relationship)



Specific Goals/Needs/Attitudes

Goal of Usage Need a legible and easily understandable description and report of 
research and how it apply to legislation/policy

"Big Picture" Goals Have pertinent and undeniable research (proof) to support certain 

recommendations to boss (federally elected officials) so they could

bring research and formulate or vote on existing or new legislation
Motivations Want to accomplish goals as soon as possible because of other 

legislative and government work pressing needs
Needs Pertinent information on health public policy issues

Frustrations Currently, user just looks for websites with unmaleable and scarily 

described existing published info. about health information (e.g. static 
web pages, existing pdf files, etc.)

Familiar with/Anxious about
Having to learn how to access different information from multiple 
websites

Attitude Toward Technology Used Is very familiar with concepts of web browser use, pdf file usage, 
dynamically created graphs, and flash based tutorials

Specific Knowledge/Proficiency

Language Proficiency General to above average vocabulary present; Has trouble with some 
of the more complex medical and health terms (ex. MET)

Subject Matter/Knowledge Expertise Novice; understands some terms (ex. BMI); has trouble 
understanding methodology and study parameter descriptions

Computer Proficiency (overall) Advanced Beginner/Intermediate
Proficiency with P.H. Site Novice

Context of Usage

Task Context Uses system/site by himself to get reports about Public Health Issue;

Employs website to learn about medical terms in reference to research
parameters (ethnicity, age, etc.) and BMI

User's Responsibilities Ability to effectively navigate a web page; understand concept of drop 
down menus; comprehend use of print and pdf icons

Benefits Sought Speed, Economy, Convenience, Quality

Surrounding Environment User accesses site from workstation (office) at government location
Device Constraints Possibly access restrictions b/c of government networks

Security
User has ability to log in and save data and secured w/128 bit 
incription 

Politics User is an instrument of the federal govenrment
Portability User will defiantely want product in print format
Technological Interactions Acrobat Reader, Macromedia Flash.
Documentation User expects to be able to print reports via any means



Learnability Ability to grasp use of site and tools incredibly importatnt and intuitive

Remember-ability Ability to remember how to use a product is a must especially if tool 
and site is used as crux of legislation and need to inform fellow 

employees and boss so that they can be taught quick by first user
Error Tolerance Very important to have user have error windows explaning errors
Satisfaction Product should be very satisfying for user for recommendation
Assistance Available No type of assistance is available, although user extols need for

asking questions in person (such as contact information)

Interactions Characteristics of Usage

Frequency of Use Uses system sparingly when legislative and policy necessity dictates
Regularity of Use Use is sporadic (if at all)

Continuity of Use Uses system in complex way; Uses tool, and then rechecks glossary
for reaffirmation of what certain subject specific words signify

Intensity of Use Short and medium bursts of use depending on how long it takes to 

remember use of forecasting tool; time used also depends on depth 
and complexity and amount of reports generated

Web-specific Usage Scenarios Facts and answers only; 10-30 minute sessions

Timeliness Need to use site as fast as possible cannot be overstated enough

Information Characteristics of Usage

Information Origins Information and report application is located on UCLA's School of

Public Health Server and attributed to the health forecasting project
Flow Direction Information flows to persona (information-pull)

Information Volume User is only concenred with a certain portion of the site's data such as
Forecasting Model, Measage from Director, and Glossary

Information Complexity
Information's range of complexity ranges from simple (web site 
content)
to moderately complex (ex. Use of Forecasting Tool)

Modes Textual, Graphical, Visual Media

Clarity of Presentation Ability for information to be clear and presentable incredibly important
to user; less time taken to deciphering information will equate to 
greater impact on user and hence use in job

Level of Detail User does not care too much about level of detail, but mostly for quick
easy, explained, and applicable answers and facts



PERSONA 2

Name Juana Doe

Geographic Profile
Country Region Pacific Coast
City/Metropolitan Size 100,000-250,000
Urbanicity Suburban/Urban
Climate Mediterranean, Sunbelt

Demographic Profile
Age 20-34
Gender Female
Family Size 4
Income $10,000-$20,000

Occupation
Physical Instruction Teacher (Swimming Coach), Elementary School 
Tutor (Mentally Disabled)

Education Some College
Religion Roman Catholic
Race/Ethnicity Hispanic, Latina
Nationality Mexican-American

Psychographics
Social Class Working Class
Personality and Self-Image Authoritarian

Acceptance of Innovation
Late Mainstream (Skeptical of Technology/Computers, Adopting Only 
After a Majority have Done So)

Interests/Hobbies Swimming, Television, Dancing

Media Read, Watched, or Listened to
Newspaper (L.A. Times and School Newspaper sparingly), TV News 
(Local Television Networks)

Webographics
Tenure of Online Usage 2 Years
Amount of Online Usage 5 hours/week
Type of Usage Email, social networking, news
Internet Connection Speed DSL (at home), T1 (at work)
Browser Capabilities Most recent versions of Explorer, Firefox

Specific Online Behavior
Uses internet mostly to check bank/credit card accounts, email and 
MySpace page

School of Public Health Forecasting Site's
Relationship to User
User Status New user/Non-user
Usage rate None/Light User
Loyalty Status None
Attitude Toward Site Indifferent
Brand Relationship Fling (short-term engagement trial period)
Brand Relationship (desired) Committed Partnership (long-term and voluntarily relationship)



Specific Goals/Needs/Attitudes

Goal of Usage

Need a legible and easily understandable description and report of 
research and how it applies to her community, herself, and swimmers 
she coaches

"Big Picture" Goals

Have pertinent and undeniable research (proof) to support certain 
recommendations to school officials/elected city officials in support of 
her school athletic program and expansion of city recreation facilities; 
to brag to fellow friends about what she knows

Motivations
Wants to find information to support her job and to motivate her to 
take an active role in community development/well being

Needs
Pertinent information on health public policy issues (like obesity and 
BMI)

Frustrations

Currently, user just looks for websites on obesity and BMI (not 
knowing what BMI is or how it correlates with CHD or MET) only to 
find sites offering diet programs or worse, suspicious weight loss pills

Familiar with/Anxious about

Having to learn how to access different information from multiple 
websites and not getting lost along the way; Having to learn how to 
use new technology or computer applications

Attitude Toward Technology Used Is very familiar with concept of web browsers, only

Specific Knowledge/Proficiency

Language Proficiency
General to sub-par vocabulary and reading level (dyslexic); has no 
idea what acronyms MET or CHD mean

Subject Matter/Knowledge Expertise
Novice; has an incredible amount of trouble understanding 
methodology and study parameter descriptions

Computer Proficiency (overall) Novice
Proficiency with P.H. Site Novice

Context of Usage

Task Context

Uses system/site by herself to get general knowledge about BMI, 
MET, etc.; Is mildly aware of forecasting tool; Employs website to 
learn about medical terms in reference to research parameters 
(ethnicity, age, etc.) and BMI

User's Responsibilities
Ability to effectively navigate a web page; understand concept of drop 
down menus; comprehend use of print and pdf icons

Benefits Sought Economy, Ease of Use, Thoroughness of Explanations

Surrounding Environment
User accesses site from home, and work (swimming pool or 
elementary school office) on public property/computer

Device Constraints Possibly access restrictions b/c of school networks

Security
User has ability to log in and save data and secured w/128 bit 
inscription 

Politics User is an instrument of the local school district (LAUSD)

Portability
User no sure what format she wants it in (as long as it is legible and 
understandable)

Technological Interactions Acrobat Reader, Macromedia Flash.

Documentation
User assumes to be able to print reports via 'file' extension on browser 
only

Learnability Ability to grasp use of site and tools important in design

Remember-ability
Ability to remember how to use a product is not a necessity (and quite 
a challenge), as long as instructions are legible and site easy to use



Error Tolerance
Use of error windows will detract and discourage user; Use of 
Windows labeled something different would be better suited

Satisfaction Product should be very satisfying for user for recommendation

Assistance Available
No type of assistance is available, although user extols need for asking 
questions in person (such as contact information)

Interactions Characteristics of Usage

Frequency of Use
Uses system sparingly when news, self-awareness, and family illness 
due to obesity, heart disease, etc. become prominent in her life

Regularity of Use Use is sporadic (if at all)

Continuity of Use

Uses system in overly simple way (on home page clicks on toolbar 
items left to right and goes through each item in drop down menu one 
at a time); Uses tool, and then rechecks glossary for reaffirmation of 
what certain subject specific words signify

Intensity of Use
Long and slow bursts of use; bursts are consisted of long durations of 
transition from one content page to another

Web-specific Usage Scenarios Long and comprehensive discussions on health issues; hours.
Timeliness Takes her time navigating web page

Information Characteristics of Usage

Information Origins
Information and report application is located on UCLA's School of 
Public Health Server and attributed to the health forecasting project

Flow Direction Information flows to persona (information-pull)

Information Volume

User is only concerned with all of the sites data, and requests even 
more about general health; concerned about history and applicability 
of project

Information Complexity
Information's range of complexity ranges from simple (web site 
content) to moderately complex (ex. Use of Forecasting Tool)

Modes Textual, Graphical, Visual Media

Clarity of Presentation

Ability for information to be clear and presentable incredibly 
important to user; less time taken to deciphering information will 
equate to greater impact on user and hence use in everyday life

Level of Detail

User cares more about level of detail, cares about aesthetics and 
presentation of information in a presentable manner (no fancy fonts, 
etc.)



PERSONA 3

Name Jane Bruin

Geographic Profile
Country Region Pacific Coast
City/Metropolitan Size 1 Million - 4 Million
Urbanicity Urban
Climate Mediterranean, Sunbelt

Demographic Profile
Age 20-34
Gender Female
Family Size 1
Income Under $10,000 (not including loans, grants, scholarships)
Occupation Student
Education College Graduate (Graduate Student)
Religion Protestant
Race/Ethnicity White (non-Hispanic)
Nationality American

Psychographics
Social Class Middle Class
Personality and Self-Image Authoritarian
Acceptance of Innovation Early Adopter

Webographics
Tenure of Online Usage 13 Years
Amount of Online Usage 40+ hours/week
Type of Usage Email, social networking, news
Internet Connection Speed T1 (at home), T3 (at work)
Browser Capabilities Most recent versions of Explorer, Firefox, Mozilla, and Safari
Specific Online Behavior Uses internet mostly to check email and do research work

School of Public Health Forecasting Site's
Relationship to User
User Status Potential User/Regular User
Usage rate Medium/Heavy
Loyalty Status Strong
Attitude Toward Site Positive, Enthusiastic
Brand Relationship Committed Partnership (long-term and voluntarily relationship)

Brand Relationship (desired)
Best friendship (user regards the product as an essential part of their 
life, often becomes an advocate for site)

Specific Goals/Needs/Attitudes

Goal of Usage
To use as example to model own research after; to employ as pertinent 
information for citing in papers/thesis/dissertations

"Big Picture" Goals
To help bring the profession and field of Public Health Policy into 
Web 2.0; Citations, citations, citations!

Motivations

User is looking for new research methodologies; to use as example of 
expansion and benefits of Public Health academia; to promote free 
access to health information



Needs
Pertinent information on health public policy issues (like obesity and 
BMI); To learn of researchers and methodology

Frustrations
User believes that general information and limitations of research stifle 
overall mission of web site and forecasting tool

Familiar with/Anxious about
Anxious about the research needed to conduct her own research, and 
about future availability of web site (due to lack of funding)

Attitude Toward Technology Used
Is very familiar with concept of web browsers, Flash animations, PDF 
files, etc.

Specific Knowledge/Proficiency
Language Proficiency Superior vocabulary and analytical/cognitive abilities

Subject Matter/Knowledge Expertise
Intermediate/Expert; has an incredible amount of knowledge about the 
methodology, study parameters, and parameter descriptions

Computer Proficiency (overall) Intermediate/Expert
Proficiency with P.H. Site Intermediate/Expert

Context of Usage

Task Context

Uses system/site by herself to get methodology and find information 
about study methodology and people conducting research; Is very 
aware of concept of forecasting tools; Employs website to learn more 
about Public Health and UCLA's School of Public Health

User's Responsibilities
Ability to effectively navigate a web page; understand concept of drop 
down menus; comprehend use of print and pdf icons

Benefits Sought Thoroughness of Explanations, Economy of Use

Surrounding Environment
User accesses site from home, computer lab, classroom, library; 
employs both school (public) and private computers

Device Constraints Possibly access restrictions b/c of school networks

Security
User has ability to log in and save data and secured w/128 bit 
inscription 

Politics User is an instrument of the local Public Health School

Portability
User expects to have study in any format (even Apple and Linux 
friendly), wirelessly, and in Personal Digital Devices

Technological Interactions Acrobat Reader, Macromedia Flash.

Documentation
User expects to use convert reports into pdf, html, and word processor 
formats

Learnability
Ability to grasp use of site and tools important (but not as important 
compared to other users)

Remember-ability Ability to remember how to use a product is not a necessity
Error Tolerance Use of error windows will not detract user too much
Satisfaction Product should be very satisfying for user for recommendation

Assistance Available

No type of assistance is available, although user extols need for asking 
questions in person (such as contact information in the form of phone 
numbers, and email) and finding other publications of the authors

Interactions Characteristics of Usage

Frequency of Use
Uses system whenever class, committee, or conference discussions on 
BMI; uses page in support of school; uses page when citing resources



Regularity of Use
Use increases around midterm and final examinations; use constant 
among PhD students

Continuity of Use
Switches between specific web pages, such as tool and methodology 
and about researcher web page

Intensity of Use
Long and slow bursts of use; bursts are consisted of long durations of 
model usage due to constantly changing input parameters

Web-specific Usage Scenarios Long and comprehensive discussions on health issues; hours.
Timeliness Takes a moderate time navigating web page

Information Characteristics of Usage

Information Origins
Information and report application is located on UCLA's School of 
Public Health Server and attributed to the health forecasting project

Flow Direction Information flows to persona (information-pull)
Information Volume User is only concerned with all academic data

Information Complexity
Information's range of complexity ranges from simple (web site 
content) to moderately complex (ex. Use of Forecasting Tool)

Modes Textual, Graphical, Visual Media

Clarity of Presentation
Ability for information to be academic and methodologically sound 
important to user

Level of Detail
User does not care level of (text content) detail, cares about research 
and interpretation of modeling


